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Candidate Profile Information 

 

Name:                                             Michelle Viola 

 

(To appear on ballot paper) 

Position:                                        Assets and Facilities Manager 

Employer:                                     Dungog Shire Council 

 

Professional Background: My local government career has been vast and rewarding, from starting as 
a Drainage Cadet, over 15 years ago to my current role as Assets and Facilities Manager. I value the 
ability to learn from others and take on challenges. I like to have a go at everything and I think I have 
covered off on most aspects of local government engineering - in the Hunter Valley, at least. I have 
worked as a Drainage Officer, Development Engineer, Traffic Engineer, Asset Maintenance Engineer, 
Asset Engineer, Project Engineer and now Asset Manager at four different Council areas across the 
lower Hunter region.    

The most rewarding role in my career so far was the Project Management of the Disaster Recovery 
at Dungog Shire Council. The scale of the asset damage and the resourcing in the small and “unfit” 
Council has taught me much about leadership and managing limited resources. Innovation and 
thinking differently is something required in everyday life in this Council area to do what is needed 
with the limited availability to contractors, plant and labour.  Dungog staff truly serves their 
leadership and leadership value the staff, these relationships are not something that you get to see 
in the larger Councils but this is what allows these small Councils to operate on such a shoestring 
budget. The leadership styles of honest and transparent decisions are my natural operating state 
and I have found common ground in the values and practices of Dungog Shire. 

Innovation and developing improved ideas are exciting for me and I like to use my networks to learn 
from others and to collaborate when possible. I have been a long-time member of IPWEA NSW 
Hunter Group meetings and attend other events when possible between projects and family 
commitments. 

Areas of Interest: My areas of interest are as broad as my career experience. I have a passion for 
encouraging Local Government Engineering as a career and Civil Engineering in general. I feel that 
Local Government Engineering can offer a range of engineering roles that can be pursued and these 
roles directly benefit the local communities.   

I wish to see many different people from varied backgrounds enter local government engineering.  
This will encourage a diverse mix of engineers for; strategy and planning, community engagement, 
training engineers from small towns, design and detail engineering back to staff rather than 
consultancy and the true ability to consider different options, innovate and problem solving.  



 
 
 
The “bush engineering” with technical trained engineers are some of the most exciting and 
rewarding projects I have been able to be a part of. Sharing examples of how rewarding local 
government engineering can be is something that I want to help develop. 

I certainly understand and have worked in most aspects of Local Government Engineering and 
realise the biggest issues for all Councils are Asset Management, budget gaps and backlogs but often 
the most time-consuming things to manage are parking meters, street lighting and street trees.  
These big-ticket items need to be made “sexy” so the appropriate resources and funding can be 
allocated. I have been able to work in various organisations whom have handled each of these topics 
in a same but different way and it has always amazed me how differently we can all approach the 
same hurdle. The guides that IPWEA NSW are developing for various aspects of our roles are helping 
to streamline approaches, but I think we need to make our industry more rewarding by highlighting 
the positive impact in the community. 

Politics are not something that Engineers should be scared of but it takes a different approach to be 
able to effectively work with the elected members as opposed to what it does to engineer or 
manage a project. This is certainly a skill gap that is not being taught to young engineers, these 
lessons would be better learned before encountering it the hard way.  

Aspirations for Institute: I wish to continue on with the great works that are already underway by 
IPWEA NSW. I feel that the direction of the organisation now is more relevant than ever, throughout 
my career at least. I wish to provide some of my diverse experience to future ideas and work with all 
the elected members to develop widely relevant projects. The function of IPWEA NSW is different 
for large Councils to what it is for small rural Councils but the ideas transpose across all NSW Local 
Government areas. 

I wish to play my part in helping the IPWEA NSW focus on how to encourage more diversity into our 
industry by making it as exciting and rewarding for upcoming engineers and how to develop 
engineers in rural regions.   

I make my engineering roles rewarding and wish to share this outlook with the IPWEA NSW. Local 
Government Engineers enjoy to network and share ideas and this is something that I value and wish 
to continue through IPWEA NSW gathering and functions. 


